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Preface 

This report is part of my master thesis and concludes a three year study Construction 

Management and Engineering at Eindhoven University of technology. Not every year went as 

easy as I hoped for, but now I reached this point l'm very proud of to end this period with my 

own research. lt took a few months of deep thinking to find a proper topic that would add some 

value to both my education as well as to scientific research in the field of Construction 

Managementand Engineering. 

The combination of construction and business seems to handle all aspects I was looking for 

during my study. During preliminary studies and work experience I saw almost every aspect we 

have to deal with while developing and constructing our built environment. I worked at an 

architectural firm, a construction firm, a construction management agency, did advisory work 

for my local government on spatial planning and last year I started my own venture in the area 

of product development. This research focuses on a part my study not covered; this would be 

the investment part of large development projects. I always thought you could not ask an 

investor how they would evaluate an investment; this would be top secret! At least I thought 

so. This was not the case. logether with Oscar van der Vaart, my graduation partner, we 

created a research focused on this vague area of f inancial decision making and valuating 

business plans focused on huge area development projects. We went to many large investment 

firms that were all willing toshare their knowledge and help us with this research. I am thankful 

for all the help we received and made good use of it. 

This graduation project gave me the opportunity to show what I have learned in the past years. 

lt gave me the opportunity to research an interesting topic I will use even after graduation. 

Finally it gave me the opportunity to have a great period together with my fellow students and 

complete my studies with very positive thoughts. 

Eindhoven August ih 2009 

Dennis Bakker 
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SUMMARY 
INVESTMENT CRITERIA FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE FUTURE DUTCH COASTLINE 

Graduate: 
D.N.M. (Dennis) Bakker 

Discipline: 
Construction Managementand Urban Development 2008-2009 

Graduation committee: 
Schaefer, Prof.dr.ir, W.F. 
Ir. de Wit, E.H.B.J.M. PDEng 
Drs. Kokke, C.J.T.M. 

Abstract 
To get the project 'Future Dutch Coastline' funded its business case needs to be measured for 
every investor involved. This research identifies the projects value drivers wh ich can create 
awareness and involvement of private investment parties. The research makes part of a larger 
research accompanied by the thesis of Oscar van der Vaart. Bath theses are combined into one 
article. This summary gives a quick scan on the thesis of Dennis Bakker. lt shows all research 
methods that were used and how these were implemented. Further the business valuation 
scheme with all business case criteria and their relations is shown. Finally we conclude this 
summary concludes with recommendations towards the project initiator for the upcoming 
phases while introducing the project 'Future Dutch Coastline' . 

INTRODUeTION 
In 2007 the Dutch government introduced a new state cammission to find out how to proteet 
our country in the long run. Their plan presented in September 2008 aims to avoid future 
disasters, secure safety, and emphasize opportunities (Deltacommissie, 2008). The project 
contains the entire coastline which reaches out from Hoek van Holland to Den Helderand will 
camprise large land reclamations. While investigating the plans for creation of the new Delta 
project, the headlines in all newspapers for the same period (2007 - 2009) were dominated by 
a different event. Since the beginning of 2007 an economie crisis made its entry. The Dutch 
government came up with plans to boost our economy (OIIongren, 2009). The Delta project 
formed a part of these investment plans. From 2020 a new 'Delta fund' will be created. From 
that year on, every year an investment of at least 1 billion euro will be released f rom a larger 
infra fund which will bring a solid base for realizing the project 'Future Dutch Coastline' 
(OIIongren, 2009). The casts of this project w ill exceed the input of the Dutch government; 
therefore this project is in need of external investments created by a public private partnership 
wherein the private partners will bear part of the responsibilities (Nieuw-Holland, 1993). 
Upcoming years our cabinet will explore all possibilities to involve institutional investors like; 
pension funds and other private parties within a public private partnership (PPP) while investing 
in large projects like in infrastructure. (OIIongren, 2009) Because of its size this project should 
be split up into pieces so every party involved can take its responsibility for the risks it can 
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handle (Krijger, 2009). To get this project funded its business case needs to be measured for 
every investor involved. This research offers a business approach to reach private investment 
for the project 'Future Dutch Coastline'. 

Problem & Goal 
Due to the lack of public resources it is hard to finance a Dutch coastal/offshore development. 
Many stakeholders are needed for financing a multibillion urban development. The value 
drivers, value characteristics & risk, rate of return and growth, are still not identified for the 
majority of the potential private investors of the future Dutch coastline project. This research 
identifies the most important value characteristics, in a subjective matter, for the development 
of the future Dutch coastline. These value drivers help driving up the value, which eventually 
lead to investments and more profit for the investor. The goal is identifying the value drivers for 
the development of the future Dutch coastline, which can create awareness for private 
investors. 

ANALYSIS 

Value 

Value is the worth, importance, or usefulness to the customer. In business terms, value is the 

worth in monetary terms of the social and economie benefits a customer pays fora product or 

service. To be successful, firms must offer products that meet the need and values of the 

customer. The va lues of the customer often include ease of locating or accessing the product as 

well as its qualities and features. The five values held by a customer can be summarized as 

product, price, access, service and, experience (Dorf & Byers, 2008). Basically value is driven by 

three components: lts rate of return, potential risks and finally the possibilities of growth 

involved (Groeneveld, 2006). Two key conceptsin corporate finance that are pivotal in helping 

managers to value alternative choices are the relationship between risk and return and the 

time value of money (Denzil Watson, 2007). When looking at the risks involved with the project 

Future Dutch Coastline, this research will primarily look at financial risks. Risk as the possibility 

that a target set will not be met. The positive side of risk, were more value is generated than 

targeted can be found in the third driver named: growth. lt stands for the opportunities and 

chances of reaching even more than the expected value. According to G. Verweij: A company's 

core business should not been seen as a great risk. 'When a construction company think it is 

risky to build, it better quit'. 

Risk, rate of return and growth 
Basically value is driven by three components; rate of return, potential risks and the possibilities 
of growth involved (Groeneveld, 2006). An investor or a company anticipates on a particular 
return. When there is a significant possibility of its actual return being different from its 
expected return we can talk about risk (Denzil Watson, 2007). When looking at risks dea:ling 
with the project future Dutch coastline, we primarily focus on risk involved with the 
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inve!itment. Ri~k i~ ~een ~s the possibility that a tarset set won't ~ucceed. The pO~itive !>ide of 
risk where more v~lue i~ gener~ted than expected can be found in the third driver named 
"growth" , which ~tands for the opportunities and chances of finally reachins more profit than 
the expected value. 

Business ase 
Most business models are created to deliver a c~ar view on a bu~iness c~se and ih goals in 
order to rai~e finance. Bec~use ~ valuation of possible investors will be ba~ed on a bU!iines~ 

model, it is important to know how to make use of these. When ~tarting a bu~iness the ~ans 
involved are translated into a bu!>iness model. A bu!>iness model can be ~een a~ a simplified 
prescription on how a business worh and how it translates the technical and financial input 
towards an economic output (Che~brough H, 2(02). The design of a business model is the 
means for delivering value to customers and earning ~ profit from that activity. Accordin, to 
Alexander Osterwalder a business model im~ementation and management include the 
· tran~lation" of the business model as a plan into more concrete elements. 

RESEARCH METHODS 

Eltpert interviews: A literature study and expert interviews gave the opportunity to find out 
how private investors look towards an investment. We identified and validated our findings on 
the value characteristics, value drivers, and investment criteria that are of importance. We 
interviewed 12 different experts all focused on investing in large development projects. The 
interviews have been set up in an open semi-structured way. 

Quality Function Deployment: The creation of im acceptable and for investors preferable 
business case asks for detectin, the requirements which play their role in decision makin,. 
When finishing the House of Quality (HOOj based on the outcomes of the survey we can draw 
out our conclusions on the three most important starting points for the ba!>is of how to neate 
a preferable bUSiness case to possible private investment parties. These starting points are: 

Investor requirements and their importance; 
Relationships between the investors requirements and business case characteristics; 
Priorities for improvement based on a cross functional approach. 

RESULTS 

Business case valuation model 
Basically value is driven by three components; 1\$ Rate of return, potential risks and finally the 
possibilities of growth involved (Groeneveld, 20(6). An investor or ~ company expects or 
anticipates a particular return. Private investment parties seem to give much emphasis on the 
rate of return and risk involved into a business case. These three value drivers will influence the 
valuation of a business case by a possible investor and are therefore important to reach 
inve!itment. On a scale from 1 to 10 they rated; risk (8.7) rate of return (8.6) and growth (6.9). 
Growth opportunities involved in a project might be more important to the equity capitalists 
who focu~ on ~ high rate of return on investment. Banks will primarily look to the risks their 
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credit handles with; therefore they will focus on the downsides given in a business plan (Krijger, 
2009) . A venture capitalist will be more focused on the upsides and the chances the business 
brings (Equity), 2009). The list of investment criteria in Figure 1 is based on research of Mason, 
C; Hall, J; Beim G, and Ravinder, K and seems to handle most of the business case 
characteristics that were found in literature. During the expert interviews five private investors 
from different backgrounds gave their apinion about this list of criteria. They validated the list 

and added the following four aspects: Manipulability of location, safety on location, possibility 
to create a market, and positive cash flow. We can roughly divide these criteria into five 
different groups; the entrepreneur or project development party, product or project 
characteristics, market opportunities, financial considerations, and investor fit. Private 
investment parties seem to give much emphasis on their investor fit and the market 
opportunities involved. After that they willlook to the product or project involved and financial 
considerations. The entrepreneur and its management team behind the entire development 
seem to be rated as less important. This might be ascribed to the fact that most large private 
investors that might be involved in a project like the future Dutch coastline will execute the 
project themselves. Each investment party has its own demands (criteria) while making an 
investment. The investment criteria seem to influence the three value drivers (risk, rate of 
return and growth) and thereby the initial business case valuation. (Figure 1) The survey 
brought out knowledge on the importance of each investment criterion involved according to 
the different parties. Knowledge on the importance of each investment criteria does not totally 
fulfil the wish to reach an optimal business case. Most of the times there will be 
interdependency between the design parameters. In the attic of the house supporting and 
conflicting design parameters are identified by a correlation matrix (Govers C., 1996). To reach 
knowledge on the interdependencies between all criteria, a correlation analysis with SPSS is 
executed based on the outcomes of the survey. This analysis showed which criteria influence 
other, little or much, and in a positive or negative way we have to do a correlation analysis. 
With the outcomes we reached the opportunity to see how to imprave a business case on an 
indirect way. All of these outcomes can be found within both our end theses reports. 
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Risk 

29% 

Figure 1: Business case valuation model 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
For initiating such a project a lot of commitment and will power is needed for bath public as 
well as private parties. The following steps are recommended to obtain the start-up process of 
a development of the future Dutch coastline: (1) Prepare a well founded business case that 

projects a policy. This business case is designed by private parties in cooperation with the 
government. This business case preparation is publicly funded . (2) Gain support of the local 
municipalities and other uninformed government agencies. Next to this, find potential 
participating private investors, like urban developers or estate investors including a 
development department. A strong commitment throughout the project is compelled. Early 
involvement will push bath parties towards their joint goal. (3) Public and private parties need 
to agree upon a revised business case which contains the policy throughout the project. A letter 
of intention is signed by all involved parties. (4) lnitiate a development company with the 
participating parties. Clarify the roles of parties and their part of the investment and profit 
share. (5) Undertake the MER procedure, which is initiated and coordinated by the 
development company. Adjustments regarding the project will be handled by the development 
company. (6) After the approval of the MER the design phase of the project can be initiated by 
the development company. 
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Research Design 

1 Introduetion 

A large flood in the mid SO's around the Dutch Delta emphasized the importance of our water 

defence systems. By that time our national government introduced a state committee which 

advised to immediately start new security measures. The following two decades these plans 

were executed and resulted into our world famous project: Deltawerken. Today this project still 

protects our country against flooding. Forecasts predicting a rising sea level and a more intense 

water transport trough our rivers, ask us to proteet our coastlines even more. We now have to 

anticipate on these new occurrences. In 2007 our government introduced a new state 

committee to find out how to proteet our country in the long run. Their plan presented in 

September 2008 aims to avoid future disasters, secure safety, and emphasize opportunities. 

(Deltacommissie, 2008) 

-------------
I Avoid future disasters, secure safety, and emphasize opportunities I 

~---------------
The proteetion of our coastline creates opportunities. Working with water offers chances for 

innovative ideas and applications (Deltacommissie, 2008). All over the world, prestige land 

reclamation projects are realized thanks to Dutch knowledge. Many cities use the new found 

land for the economical success, like Hong Kong, Singapore and recently Dubai (Cook & Ng, 

1997) (Jiao, Nandy, & Li, 2001). Abroad both public and private financiers are attracted to invest 

in these large projects, due the high return on investment. For example: Government Land 

Trust of Hong Kong had received 10780 million dollar for leasing this reclaimed land, some 

11.5% of total government revenue 94 billion dollarcollectedover the same period (Cook & Ng, 

1997). 

While investigating the plans for creation of the new Delta project, the headlines in all 

newspapers for the same period (2007- 2009) were dominated by a different event. Since the 

beginning of 2007 an economie crisis made its entry. First without large effects, but slowly it 

grew to large proportions. This worldwide economie crisis also brings the Dutch population a 

heavy task to recover. Consequences are large and immediate. Most individual civilians will 

suffer; their Jobs and income are at stake. Companies have difficulties and our national debt 

rises fast. The Dutch government gave their priority to reeover jobs, businesses, and solidity. 

Absolute priority is given on solving these problems to secure our social coherence (Kalse, 

2009). In March 2009 our government came up with planstoboost our economy. They realized 
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there is not 'one' investment plan that will end this worldwide crisis. But the introduetion of 

plans like these makes sure that we as the Netherlands will come out strong (OIIongren, 2009). 

The Delta project formed a part of these investment plans. From 2020 a new 'Delta fund' will be 

created. From that year on, every year an investment of at least 1 billion euro will be released 

from a larger infra fund which will bring a solid base for realizing the project 'Future Dutch 

Coastline' (OIIongren, 2009). tmplementation of the Delta Program until 2050 involves a costof 

1.2 to 1.6 billion euro's per annum and 0.9 to 1.5 billion euro's per annum in the period 2050-

2100. Coastal flood proteetion in the Delta Programme is mainly achieved by beach 

nourishments. tf this method is intensified so that the coasts of the Netherlands grow say 1 km 

in a seawards direction, thus creating new land for such functions as recreation and nature, it 

will involve an additional costof 0.1 to 0.3 billion Eurosper annum (Deltacommissie, 2008). 

Table 1: Costs for realization project Future Dutch Coastline, (Deltacommissie, 2008) 

indication extra costs per year period average 

[billion euro] 

2010 - 2050 20-50 - 2100 2010 -- 2100 

De lta program 1.2- 1.6 0.9- L S 1. 0 - L S 

De l a progra wl h additional spaces 1.3- 1.9 1.2- 1.8 1.2- 1.8 

on the coastline for other fund ions 

The costs of this project wil I excee·d the input of the Dutch government; therefore this project is 

in need of external investments created by a public private partnership wherein the private 

partners will drag part of the responsibilities. (Nieuw-Holland, 1993). For the next years our 

government will explore all possibilities to involve institutional investors like; pension funds and 

other private parties within a pubtic private partnership (PPP) while investing in large projects 

like in infrastructure (OIIongren, 2009). 

I 

I 

---- ----------
Explore all possibilities to involve institutional investors 

---------- ----
I 
I 

This is not the first time our government watched for the possibilities on a pubtic private 

partnership to realize this project. Back in '93 when the first ideas for creation of the then 

called; project 'New Holland' (a project which reached from the coast of Hoek van Holland to 

Scheveningen) private parties were not seen as likely partners. Projects these sizes take a long 

time in development and realization. They ask for a vision and parties that show much more 

courage, transparency and élan. They also need to create trust within the entire organization 

(1\lieuw-Holland, 1993). Our province Zuid Holland mentioned: "Our private sector will never 

succeed in both a successful development as well as the creation of stimulating after-effects." 

(Nieuw-Holland, 1993). Since time proceeded some private parties developed a new vision 
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dealing with inllestmenh in our built enll ironment. KThe quick fmincia l returns which we lIot 

used to in dellelopment of new reil estate might halle reached its dimax. Future financial 

benefits should mainly be reached from the exploitation phase." (Kokke, 2009). 

Within the next years our government will search for possible partner organizations that want 

to invest in this development. These pr illate parties will invest in both the creation of this 

coastline as weU as on the functions this coastline will accommodate and start a full public 

private partnership. Because of its size this project should be split up into peaces so every party 

involved can take its responsib ility for the risks it can handle. (Krijger, 2009) To get this project 

funded its business case needs to be measured for every inllestor inllolved. This research brings 

a dear vi ew on the inllestment criteria of private investors. When combining it with the 

research of Oscar van der Vaart, my graduation partner, we will offer a bus iness approach to 

reach investments forthe project 'Future Dutch Coastline' . 

1.1 Guide 
This report consists of the entire research on the inllestment criteria of the future Dutch 

coastline project. It contains all findings and arguments and gives answers to each questfon 

inllolved. The entire process this research went trough was divided into five phases; literature 

study, expert interviews, execution of a sUl"I/ey, ranking the importance of each criterion and 

their correlations with the QFO method, statistkal analyses, and fina lly the implementation in a 

business case. Figure 5 show<; this process, the report brings all activities and conclUSions 

together into four different chapters stated he~: 

• Research design 

• Analyse 

• Research methods 

• Results 

"1 



Every chapter starts with a small introduetion and refers to the subquestion that is involved. 

The following chapter gives an overview what the two end theses of Oscar van der Vaart and 

Dennis Bakker have in common and how they are related to each other. The joint part contains 

the results of both end theses and provides an overview on the way how to establish 

investment for the project Future Dutch Coastline. 

2 Research Scope 

2.1 Re earch Approach 
This document is one of four documents, on the entire research of Oscar van der Vaart and 

Dennis Bakker. The overall theme: A business approach for the development of the future 

Dutch coastline. 

Master thesis proposal: 
The development of the .--
future Dutch coastline 

End-thesis of Oscar van der Vaart: 
End-thesis of Dennis Bakker: 
lnvestment criteria for the 

development of the future Dutch 
coastline 

Value drivers for the development of 
the future Dutch coastline 

ICe: 

A business approach 
for the Development of 

the future Dutch 
coastline 

Figure 2: Research document structure and deliverables. 

lt is divided in three parts; two individual parts and two joint parts. As defined in the proposal, 

the two end theses of Oscar van der Vaart and this thesis will contain the same main theme. 

The main and subquestion(s) are divided and answered in the two individually created end 

theses. These two theses combined will result in an artiele on the business approach for the 

development of the future Dutch coastline. The following subparagraph gives an overview, of 

what the two end theses have in common and how they correspond to each other. 

The business perspectlve 
The definition of a business model is the set assumptions about how a firm will create and 

appropriate value for all its stakeholders, connecting technology to economie profits (Dorf & 

Byers, 2008). A format of a random business model is given in figure 3. The structure and the 
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content of a business model are essential for the success of a development. This research 

contains a business model approach, including investment criteria analysis basedon risk, rate of 

return and growth. This is done for private investors/stakeholders. Results should support a 

project initiator in creation of a business model that fulfils the wishes of each investor involved. 

I ' IAJl 0~ 

Figure 2: Format business model 

The research of Dennis Bakker focuses on the identification, ranking and correlation of the 

value drivers that influence the initial decision to invest. The research of Oscar van der Vaart 

focuses more on the final development that will bring its earnings to the investors and results 

into a preferred spatial layout. The combination of these to researches brings an basis to an 

approach for creation of a most preferred business case for the development of the future 

Dutch Coastline. We like to emphasize business opportunities and create awareness for private 

investors. We hope, with cooperation of public parties and new attracted private investors, a 

project start-up can be initiated. 

2.2 Re earch Definitions 
This research entails two different subjects: First, the investment criteria involved and second, 

the research on value characteristics of the product itself. These topics will be combined and 

translated into one business case for the initiation of the project 'Future Dutch Coastline'. This 

section brings this topic and its basic definitions towards a unified perspective and starting 

point to read. 

Business case 

When speaking about the business case we talk about the idea, the entire case invalving our 
project Future Dutch Coastline. 

Business model 

We will look towards a business model as a mediating construct between technology and 

economie value. (Chesbrough H, 2002) lt should create a heuristic logic which connects the 

technica! potential with the realization of economie value. 
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Va/ue 

Value is the worth, importance, or usefulness to the customer. In business terms, value is the 

worth in monetary terms of the social and economie benefits a customer pays for a product or 

service. To be successful, firms must offer products that meet the needs and values of the 

customer. (Dorf & Byers, 2008) 

Customer 
The investor in this research will be seen as customer. This research aims to create a view on 
how toplease this customer with the business case from a project initiator. 

Future Dutch Coastline 

When speaking about our theme Future Dutch Coastline we mean the redevelopments of our 
coastline covering the entire coastline from 'Hoek van Holland' to 'Den Helder' . 

2.3 Pr blem De a iti n 
In September '08 a discussion started in the Netherlands about safety and the development of 

our Future Dutch Coastline. This discussion contains ambitious land reclamation projects. In the 

upcoming years large investments are needed to proteet our coastline against the rising sea 

level. Projects these sizes are in needof large investments and therefore both public as private 

parties are needed to get involved. The value of a business case will differ for each party 

involved. There is no clear view on the investment criteria involved with large development 

projects. 

lA Goal 
The goal is to research on what business case criteria investors make their decisions to invest 
when dealing with a large project like the future Dutch coastline development plan . 

2.5 Main and snbqu stions 
How can we support a private investor's decision to invest in starting a huge development like 
the future Dutch coastline plan, by adapting its preferences into the offered business case? 

• Which different investors can be distinguished when dealing with large development 

projects? 

• What are the differences between all of these investors? 

• What are the value drivers and investment criteria in a business case that enable private 

investor to invest? 

• What are the most important investment criteria and value drivers according to private 

investors? 

• How are the investment criteria correlated to each other? 

• Which differences in importance on the investment criteria can be distinguished when 

comparing private and public parties? 

• How can we use knowledge on these criteria while approaching a private investor? 
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2.6 ope of in ' m nl par i involved 
On the top of finance in projects like 'Future Dutch Coastline' we find a lot of different parties. 

In these we can distinguish: banks, pension funds, insurance companies, business angels, 

venture capitalists, private developers and governmental parties. When makinga division in all 

of these investment parties we can divide these roughly into private and public parties. This 

research focuses on the private investment parties. Governmental parties can initiate projects 

like 'Future Dutch coastline' but they do need these private investors to help. Next to that we 

assume private investors make their decisions more rationally and therefore a better and 

clearer view could be created. The next chapter wil I take you more in detail into these parties. 

Public 

Bankers 

Figure 4: fnvestment parties involved 
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Analyse 

3 lnves ment parties 

Capital markets have two main functions. First, they are a place where long-term funds can be 

raised by companies from those with funds to invest, such as financial institutions and private 

investors. In futfitting this function, they are primary markets for new issues of equity and debt. 

Second, capital markets allow investors to sell their shares and bonds, or buy new ones to 

increase their portfolios. External finance can also be classified according to whether it is short, 

medium, and long termand according to whether it is traded (e.g. ordinary shares) or untraded 

(e.g. bank loans)(Watson & Head, 2007l. Projects sized as the project dealt with in this research 

need to handle different lnvestors. All of these parties have their own strategy and differ in 

their activities. To create an interesting business case for all of the parties involved this case 

needs to be measured for all of these investors. With our focus on private investors we can 

distinguish: bankers, pension funds, insurance companies, business angels and finally urban 

developers (Watson & Head, 2007). This chapter wilt inform you about each party and its 

characteristics. Further it informs you about some specific differences between some of the 

investment parties we interviewed during this research. This chapter wilt also show how to 

make use of the knowledge generated on the investment behaviour by creation of a business 

case. With this information this chapter will give answers to the following sub questions: 

• Which different investors can be distinguished when dealing with large development 

projects? 

• What are the ditterences between all of these investors? 

Bankers 
Bankers do have the capacity to make large investment deals. With their core business they 

cash money from their clients to invest into loans, funds and businesses. All these banks seem 

to workon a different way. This research includes three of the largest banksin the Netherlands. 

Every bank seems to have a different strategy; we can roughly divide them in two different 

groups. 

Banks focusing only on debt finance 

These banks primarily focus on credit loans to support their clients in their businesses or 

projects. The most important factor that wilt play a role in issuing their credit might be the risk 

that a business or project deals with. A bank wants to ensure that their money returns with 

interest. Growth opportunities involved in a project might be more important to the equity 

capitalists who focus on a high rate of return on investment. Banks wilt primarily look to the 
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risks their credit handles with; therefore they will focus on the downsides given in a business 

plan (Krijger, 2009). A venture capitalist will be more focused on the upsides and the chances 

the business brings. Within a bank every sector has got its experts which are responsible for 

issuance of credit. A bank makes a scan for each investment which looks for the forecasts of the 

sector. This scan focuses on its financial performance in relation to its competitors; their track 

record with these banks itself, the availability of annual accounts, qualitative aspects of the 

management, and specific forecasts of the risks a company will deal with. (Steinmaier, 2009) 

Banks and other financial institutions can use analysis of financial performance to inform 

decision makers whether to agree to requests for debt finance from companies and the terms 

and conditions to be attached to such finance. (Watson & Head, 2007) 

Banks focussing one real estate investments 

Same banks are specialized on the self realization and real estate investment built their own 

investment fund. ING real estate is one of these parties which focus bath on the realization as 

well on the exploitation of real estate worldwide. lt operates as a standalone organization and 

it even has to find financial support for realization of their own real estate projects. lt is not 

always the case that this support is secured by their holding. (Zeep, 2009) 

Business Angels 
Business Angels (BA's) can be described as 'the happy few' in our society. They successfully 

created a huge personal amount of capita! and are willing to invest this capital into other 

businesses. These business angels are working with their own capital which makes them a 

rather specific group, because they invest their own money they will give more emphasis than 

venture capita! fund managers to the entrepreneur and 'investor fit' considerations. (Mason C, 

2004) Most of the times these investors have already done business in a very profitable way, 

they want to invest in businesses that fits just their expertise so that they can benefit the 

business not only with their money but also with their knowledge. They will also be more 

concerned with agency risk- risk that is caused by theseparate and possibly divergent interests 

of entrepreneurs and investors. The opportunity for involvement in the entrepreneurial process 

is one of the motivations of BA's. (Mason C, 2004) 

Venture capitalists 
Venture capital firms provide privately held "entrepreneurial" firms with equity, debt, or hybrid 

farm of financing (Amit, R et al, 1998). Most of the times the amount of money that will be 

invested by these firms won't fully cover a campany's needs. Then it only brings its equity 

capita! which brings an opportunity to reach creditability with a bank (Fransen, 2009). Unlike 

the banker, their investment is also fully exposed in case the business fails. A further risk is that 

their investment will be illiquid if the business does not achieve significant growth. Venture 

capita! fund managers will also be concerned with financial issues but in addition will give 
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considerable emphasis to the entrepreneurial team and market characteristics (Mason C, 

2004). The importance that is placed on the ability of management includes management skill, 

quality of management, and the team's track record. Other criteria which venture capital firms 

report that they take into account when assessing a new venture proposal are the 

characteristics of the market/industry, environmental threats to the business, the level of 

competition and the degree of product differentiation (Mason C, 2004). Rabo private equity will 

primarily look to future cash flow when making their decision on finance. They usually judge a 

proposal with three different familiar methods DCF - discounted cash flow - CCA - compared 

companies- CTA- compared transactions (Fransen, 2009} 

Urban developers 
Within the Netherlands there are a few urban developers with enough resources to reach the 

possibility to apply at a project like the 'Future Dutch Coastline'. Four of these parties are: 

Amvest, BPF bouwinvest, Vesteda, and Wereldhave. On the first hand these parties all seem to 

workon the same way but actually they are not. To make these differences clear this paragraph 

gives more information on all of these four parties. 

Wereldhave 
Wereldhave invests in projects with a long term scope on this investment. Revenue will be 

generated from leasing their buildings to its users. Next to this value needs to be generated in 

their projects so its total value proposition will increase even during the exploitation phase. For 

development they make use of both their own resources (70% own money) as well as credit 

from different banks (about 30%) (Verweij, 2009). 

Am vest 
Amvest invests in projects with a long term scope. Accept from leasing their property to their 

clients they do also sell parts of their projects directly. They do invest in property but also focus 

on the area around it. lf the total area fits their elient wishes they will be ensured of their 

income during the exploitation phase. lnvesting in area development delivers them multiple 

different market segments. Mixed use makes part of their portfolio. Finally investments made 

in the area their property is situated will increase the initial value of the property and its 

surroundings. This will contribute its total value while selling it in the end. 100% of this 

investment is regulated by their resourses (Janssen, 2009}. 

Veste do 
Vesteda focuses on the investments made within the high segment housing sector. They did 
apply for the project Almere Poort within a consortium of banks {Fortis and ING). Because of 
the credit crisis and there focus only on housing they did not fully apply on this project 
(Janssen, 2009). 
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BPF 8ouwinve~t 
BPF flouwinvest can be characterized as the real estate investor for B huge pension fund. 

This pension fund invests about 25% of its capital into real estate. With B long term vision BPF 
bauwinvest develops, offers and manilges real estate for a middle dilss population within 
economical growth regions both national is international. They primarily focus on the creatk>n 
of customer value, this to reach optim<ll results. (Bauwinve!it, 2009) 

Public porti!!s 
Within our public domain we can distinguish multiple parties all operat ing on different levels; 

0\.1' national government, provinces and local iovernment. All of these parties contribute to the 

developments within our country, from planning to development itself. They ilil target to create 

a safe and healthy plat!! to liv~, work and recreate for now and in the future, A p~r;od 

dominat~d by only the creation of ~patial plans and formation of r~strictiv~ measur~s to control 

all developments will ~nd now. Spatial planning becom~s spatia l dev~lopment, Our 

gov~rnm~ntal parties found out that this way of controllini d~v~lopm~nts oft~n will not bring 

as much satisfaction as ho~d for. Development projects are not optimally realized or won't 

even i~t r~alil~d at all. To bring chilnge to thi~ process space needs to b~ developed by 

governmental partie~ as well, (Holland, l{X)6) When looking towards dev~lopm~nts lik~ our 

project local governments will not b~ the leading partn~rs. For this we have to b~ at our 

national and provincial parti~s, W~ took them on iI visit and I will explain their role in this 

paragraph. 

Notional !ilovernment 

Our ministry of ~conomica l affairs introduc~d th~ir innovation platform. This platform 

introduc~d a study towards th~ d~v~lopm~nt of our Future Dutch Coa5tline. Nelct to 

Rijkswaterstaat they will be a partner in our project Future Dutch Coastlin~. Final d~cisions 

ilCcording to the realization of a project this size will be made by our national government. 

Province 

Our provinces form anoth~r important link, especially th@ provinc~ of Zuid Holland plays iI I<lrge 

rol~ in ilil dev~lopments in and ilround our target area, Spatial development finds it~ pla<:~ 

more and more above a regional scale, For most Civilians th~if home, work and recreational 

functions are .s.catt~red throughout multiple r~gions, sometim~s O!\I~n mor~ than o~ city 

r~gion. For the province of Zuid Holland this off~rs th@m a challeng~ to cr~at~ one working 

metropolis nam~d: 'D~ Randstad' with about 6 million citizens. The province as mid

manag~m~nt forms a partner which should steer ilnd develop Pilrts of this 'Randstad' 

metropolis (Holland, 2(06). The Province Zuid Holland creat~s iI r~gulating vision for hug~ 

developments in this province. By creation of this vision our gov~rnm~nt tries to dev~lop this 
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province towards a positive future bath in liveability as well as in an economie way (Abouljoud, 

2009). 

3. t Public Pnvale Pa1·tnership 
The appearance of our country is organized within our spatial plans; these are created by our 

national, provincial and local governmental parties. How these plans are created is dealt with 

in the law on spatial planning Wro and the 'Grondexploitatiewet' GREX-Iaw. From the first of 

July 2008 this law transformed into a better tooi which stimulates future public private 

partnerships. Because of this transformation spatial planning seems to move towards a 

structure where PPP will find its place. However public parties will always have a unique 

position, the added value from private parties in planning as well as the creation of projects 

increased rapidfy. This fact brings that more parties get involved, introduce new ideas, effort 

and finally also investments (Holland, 2006). Since our economie crisis projects possibilities to 

create PPP showed much more attention (PPSnetwerk, 2009). Without private finance no 

projectwillor can be executed at all. PPP supporters now see new opportunities they are trying 

to reach enough attention for introduetion again. A few possible structures wherein PPP is 

implemented are described in the research of Oscar van der Vaart. 

4 Business model I Business plan 

Most business rnadeis and business plans are created todeliver a clear view on an organisation 

and its goals in order to raise finance. Because a valuation of possible investors will be based on 

a business model I business plan its important to know how to use these. Therefore this 

chapter brings a clear view on the concept of a business modeland business plan and showsits 

target, position, and its content. lt gives an answer the following subquestion: 

• How can we use knowledge on these criteria while approachinga private investor? 

Established firms as well as start-ups take technology to market through a venture shaped by a 

specific business model (Dorf & Byers, 2008). Much research is doneon business rnadelling and 

the creation of business plans. Due to the widespread on the use of businesses there are many 

definitions for business models and business plans listed in all of the scientific articles 

published. Next tothese definitions meanings from many 'experts' from different backgrounds, 

on different layers in society formed a vague and indefinite atmosphere around these 

definitions. To make sure everybody reading this research will understand this approach 

towards a business model it joins to join and combine the explanations from the research of 

three different researches farm: Henry Chesbrough, Richard C. Dorf, and finally the research of 
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Alexander Osterwalder. These three researches tagether seem to bring a good overall 

definition that best fits this research. 

Business model 
A business model should not be as detailed as the business it describes. lt should therefore give 

a brief and clear view on how a business works. Three definitions on the word business model 

are given here: 

A successful business model creates a heuristic logic that connects the technica! 

potential with the realization of economie value. (Chesbrough H, 2002) 

The definition of a business model is the set assumptions about how a firm will create 

and appropriate value for all its stakeholders, connecting technology to economie 

profits (Dorf & Byers, 2008) 

Look at a business model as the translation of a campany's strategy into a blueprint of 

the campany's logic of earning money (Osterwalder A, 2004). A difference between 

strategy and business models that has been less discussed to date is that strategy 

includes execution and implementation, while the business model is more about how a 

business works as a system. (Osterwalder, 2005) 

To summarize these three: a business model can be seen as a simplified prescription on how a 

business works and how it translates the technica! and financial input towards an economie 

output (Chesbrough H, 2002). The design of a business is the means for delivering value to 

customers and earning a profit from that activity. lt answers four key questions; what do we 

offer, who is the customer, how are the needs of the customer satisfied, and how are the 

profits captured. 

Content of a business model 
To answer the following four questions in an ordered way, Alexander asterwalder introduced 

four pillars in his research named: what, who, how, and financial aspects. These pHiars consist 

of the following aspects: 

WHAT (Product): What is the companies operating business market. What are the 
products and value propositions affered towards the market; 
WHO (Customer Interface): Whoare the campany's primary target customers, How can 

the products and services be delivered, and how to built a consumers relationship. 

HOW (lnfrastructure management): How the company efficiently perfarms 

infrastructural or logistical issues, with whom, and as what kind of network enterprise; 

FINANClAL ASPECTS: What is the revenue model, the cost structure and the business 
model's sustainability (Osterwalder, 2005). 
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Figure 3: Format business model 

Use and implementation 
Business models are used for different proposes. lt can be used for communication purposes, it 

helps to capture, visualize, understand, communicate and share a business with colleagues and 

external parties. Next to that it helpsits managers to analyse and manage businessmodelscan 

imprave measuring, observing, and camparing the business logic of a company. Business 

models describe possible futures for a company. Finally a business model concept can help 

foster innovation and increase readiness for the future through business model portfolios and 

simulation (Osterwalder, 2005). All these advantages help firms take technology to market and 

economie outputs through a venture shaped by their business model (Chesbrough H, 2002). 

By creation of a business model a clear view appears on the business to be created. After 
designing a business model it needs to reach finance and finally has to be implemented. 
Business model implementation and management include the "translation" of the business 
model as a plan into more concrete elements. Furthermore, the implementation of the 
business model must be financed through internat or external funding, (e.g. venture capita!, 
cash flow) as illustrated in Figure 4 (Osterwalder, 2005). 

Management •.vorks ou· a 
financial st uctu e for !he 

bus ness mo •. el (eg_ internal 
ruoding. ven ure capita!. stoc\.: 

The business mod is 
mpleme le·tl into 

bus ess s1ructure. 
business processes and 

Figure 4: Imptementing business models (Osterwalder, 2005) 
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4.1 Content of a IJ u ine mo lel 
Table 2 shows the format of a random business model. The final artiele (product 4) of this 

research will combine both end theses of Oscar van der Vaart and Dennis Bakker and bring out 

a business model for the project Future Dutch Coastline. This business model will be based on 

this layout. 

ut business model Osterwalder, 2005 

Product 

Customer Interface 

Distribution channel 

lnfrastructure Management n 

Financial Aspects Cost structure 

Revenue model 

4.2 Business plan 
According to Alexander asterwalder a business model implementation and management 

include the "translation" of the business model as a plan into more concrete elements. This 

translation can be formulated within a business plan which gets into all of the details involved. 

This research uses the definition formulated by Tomas Karlsson. He stated the following 

definition: 'we will define a business plan as a written document that describes the current 

state and the presupposed future of an organization .' (Karlsson, 2004). A business plan gives a 

detailed story on how the business works which strategy it handles and how it will achieve its 

goals. 

Positioning a business plan 
Although a business plan has several purposes and target audiences, most are produced in 

order to raise finance (Mason C, 2004). A business plan therefore needs to inform and pursue 

its reader to invest. Entrepreneurs have resources to a large amount of the literature that 

describe the formatand structure of a business plans. However, much of this literature can be 

criticized for either failing to draw the attention of readers only because of the different ways in 

which different investors interrogate a business case. There are different questions that they 

ask and different types of information which they look for. We can conclude that, by writing 

only one business plan for a huge project we will nat draw out the implications of the 

ditterences in demands. Therefore the involvement of multiple parties asks us to create a 

unique business case that fits the intended investor. 
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5 fnvestmen criteria 

Befare makinga distinction on the investment criteria involved, it needs to be clear that nat all 

criteria set by an investor would be equally important to the final investment decision. The 

importance of each criterion will be dependent on the value that it delivers to the business 

case. This chapter will explain what value actually is and how we can influence the value of a 

business casetoa private investor. lt will bring the answer on the following subquestion: 

• What are the value drivers and investment criteria in a business case that enable a 

private investor to invest? 

5.1 Value 
Value is the worth, importance, or usefulness to the customer. In business terms, value is the 

worth in monetary terms of the social and economie benefits to a customer for a product or 

service. To be successful, firms must offer products that meet the needs and values of the 

customer (Dorf & Byers, 2008). When dealing with the creation of a business case and finding 

an investment for the project Future Dutch Coastline its customer would be a private investor. 

The business case should fulfil all the wishes of this investor when making the decision to invest 

or nat. Two key concepts in corporate finance that are pivotal in helping investment managers 

to value alternative choices are the relationship between risk and return and the time value of 

money (Denzil Watson, 2007). Economie value is seen as the best valuation tooi within the 

valuation of future value creation. 

Economie value 
Dealing with project investments we have to handle with casts and future cash flows that will 

influence the economie value of these investments. Corporate finance is inherently forward

looking and based on cash flows: this differentiates its from financial accounting, which is 

historie in nature and focuses on profit rather than cash. Corporate finance is concerned with 

raising funds and providing a return to investors: this differentiates it from management 

accounting, which is primarily concerned with providing information to assist managers in 

making decisions within the company (Watson & Head, 2007). With a new venture formed by a 

consortium of bath public and private parties the focus will nat be on historie figures. Most 

investors will make a quick scan on the parties involved, after that they will immediately look 

forward to see what value might be created with this team in the future. The economie value 

focuses on future value and can be characterized by expectations, risks and uncertainty. 

r----- - ------ --- - , 
I I Economie value is created con be characterized by expectations, risks and uncertainty. 

------------.---------
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Risks will be accepted on the condition that this will result into a sufficient cash-flow. This is 

called its Rate of Return. The combination of risk and the market perspectives will determine 

the accepted rate of return. Value will be created when the actual rate of return exceeds its 

minimal demands that were set in advance (Groeneveld, 2006). Every situation needs 

securities (perfect foresight) without this, noventure wil I start. Th is foresight can be found in all 

business models and business plans created by the entrepreneurial firms. Financial institutions 

and investors recapitulate these businesses to get a clear view on the risk, rate of return and 

possible growth involved. Based on this inventory they will decide if an investment fits their 

expectations. While valuating a business different persons and organizations can give a 

different meaning on the same plan at the same time. Value therefore can be seen as 

subjective, and difficult to measure. lt also entails that for each person on the same place but a 

different occasion value can differ. 

Summarized value can be sketched as: 

Subjective 

Time bounded 

lnterchangeable 

Situation dependable 

Ordinal 

Value dnvers 
After reading the previous paragraph we can conclude that value drives us within our decision 

making process. lt is interesting to know which drivers are behind this value? Basically value is 

driven by three components: lts rate of return, potential risks and finally the possibilities of 

growth involved (Groeneveld, 2006). Two key concepts in corporate finance that are pivotal in 

helping managers to value alternative choices are the relationship between risk and return and 

the time value of money (Denzil Watson, 2007). 

Figure 5: A pictorial translation of the text from (Groeneveld, 2006) 

Risk 
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An investor or a company expects or anticipates a particular return. When there is a significant 

possibility of its actual return being different from its expected return we can talkabout risk. 

(Denzil Watson, 2007) Of course the investment and its required rate of return depend on the 

risks taken to do the job. An investor or a company takes on more risk only if a higher return 

offers compensation {Denzil Watson, 2007). When looking at the risks involved with the project 

Future Dutch Coastline, this research will primarily look at financial risks. Risk as the possibility 

that a target set will not be met. The positive side of risk, were more value is generated than 

targeted can be found in the third driver named: growth. lt stands for the opportunities and 

chancesof reaching even more than the expected value. According to G. Verweij: A campany's 

care business should not been seen as a great risk. 'When a construction company think it is 

risky to build, it better quit'. 

Return on investment 

Return on investment concerns the value of the results of a venture. Each investor will consider 

its own stake in this venture and the financial returns. lt can beseen as the value of future cash 

flows. Return refers to the financial rewards gained as a result of making an investment (Denzil 

Watson, 2007). 

Growth 

Next to the cash flow generated from business, growth gives the opportunity to gain extra 

profit out of a business. A projector company can grow in its value while operating. Because of 

the cash flow generated during business and amortisation of loans a company might become 

more valuable itself {Figure 6). 

Bank 

vc 

Venture 

Value alter amortisation 
and growth 

Value alter amortisation 

Figure 6: Value creation process and capital streams 
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All three value driverscan influence the economie value, next to that these drivers are related 

to each other. When creating a economie profitable value and optimizing the cash flow in 

relation to the involved risk of the business, risk will be accepted if the expected return on its 

investment will be generated. With good prospects on a possible growth an investor might 

choose to deal with greater risks and a lower cash flow during the exploitation. These three 

components are seen to be the drivers in the decision making processes. Multiple factors (in 

this research mentioned as criteria) can influence an investors decision because it influences 

these three drivers. The next chapter will bring a clear view on these criteria and there 

influences on the three value drivers. 

5.2 fnvestment criteria 
New ventures and growing companies are always in need of finance I investments. Many times 

this finance is reached from external parties. These start-up and growing companies or projects 

are therefore searching for capital investment. They will be valued by investors and finally this 

will, or will nat get funded. Perhaps the most important step in launching any new venture or 

expanding an existing one is the construction of a good business case. The case should be 

modelled and a business plan needs to be created. This plan would be the first- and possibly 

only- substantial contact that a potential funder has with the entrepreneur (Mason C, 2004). 

Much research is done on the creation of business plans. While studying this literature it came 

clear that nat all studies bring out the same business case characteristics. Research of: Mason 

,C; Hall, J; Beim, G; and Ravinder, K completed a list that seemed to handle most of the business 

case characteristics found in literature (Figure 7). To make sure the business case Future Dutch 

Coastline fits the criteria of the investors involved, the value drivers within these plans needed 

to be clarified by the business case characteristics (investment criteria). 

During the expert interviews five private investors from different backgrounds were contacted 

and gave their apinion this list of criteria. They validated the list and added the following four 

aspects: Manipulability of location, safety on location, possibility to create a market, and 

positive cash flow. 
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Figure 7: Decision criteria scheme, based on : (Mason C, 2004), (Beim G, 2004), (Ravinder K, 1999), (Hall J, 1993) 
and expert interviews. 
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When combining the knowledge generated on the three value drivers and the criteria stated in 

Figure 7 the main question can be formulated as follows: 'Which criteria influence our three 

value drivers that might trigger the decision involved while investing?' Figure 8 shows the 

relations between the decision characteristics on the values risk, rate of return and growth. 

These values all influence the final valuation and the decision. From interviews with our experts 

a relationship between the tree value driver's risk, rate of return and growth came clear, the 

survey wil I reach more information about all relationships involved. 

Busmess plan 
Criteria 

Figure 8: Basedon texts from (Groeneveld, 2006)- added the first box of Decision Criteria 

6 Research methods and organization 
This research combines different strategies to reach the intended results. lt started with a 

literature study and expert interviews. These formed a solid base to execute a survey based on 

the QFD methodology. This survey was executed with 24 respondents and delivered enough 

information to reach the intended goal. Finally the outcomes were used to find out the 

correlations between all criteria involved by using the statistica! program SPPS. This chapter 

informs you on all these methods and its organisation. 

6 .1 Lileraturc tudy and e pertint rview 
The literature study gave me the opportunity to find out how private investors look towards an 

investment. lt showed the value drivers that are of importance and the criteria involved. With 

this knowledge it brought a good base for interviewing of the experts. We interviewed 12 

different experts employed at the following parties: 

Four urban developers- Amvest, Wereldhave 

Three experts on private equity- NedMobiel, Rabo private equity 

Four bankers- Rabobank, ABN Amro, ING Real Estate 

Two persons from the Province Zuid Holland 
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First all of these expert interviews brought us a clear view on the differences between all 

parties involved with large investment and development projects. Secondly they validated the 

research on the value drivers involved and added the missing criteria on the list which was 

based on the performed literature study. These interviews made it possible to create a list of 

criteria and value drivers that could be used to create a complete survey based on the quality 

Function Deployment method (QFD) that gives a clear view on the importance of each criteria 

and value driver involved with large development projects. 

6.2 Qualily Functîon Depl ym nt 
Advised by Prof.dr.ir. Schaefer and Mr. B. Glumac both working at Eindhoven University of 

Technology the QFD method is implemented to find the answers on the questions involved. 

There might be more methods available to find out customer's wishes. The QFD method 

seemed to fit this research and due to the time limit, noother methods were studied. 

Introduetion QFD 

The creation of an acceptable and for investors' preferabie business case asks us for detecting 

the requirements which play their role indecision making. The development plan for the Future 

Dutch coastline focuses on a small group of investment parties which can handle projects these 

sizes. These partiescan be characterized as investors with a great amount of capita!, operating 

in long term investments, sometimes with a great risk potential, finally they can be public as 

well as private organizations. To detect the investment criteria and thus the business case 

requirements a good research method is essential. For this the QFD method is used. QFD is a 

process that can help companies to make the key trade-offs between what the customer wants 

and what the company can afford to build. Essentially, QFD encompasses same activities that 

people did before but it replaces erratic, intuitive decision making processes with a structured 

methodology that establishes all relevant information and experiences that are available 

throughout the organization (Govers C., 1996). This research tries to find out what a customer 

or investor wants. The QFD method fits this question perfectly but the definition stated by 

Govers needs a translation to fit this research. We have to move our scope from the most well 

known perspective of the technician towards the perspective of the large investment parties. A 

project I product like the Future Dutch Coastline will be seen as a business case (investment 

opportunity), its customer will be the investor and the company initiating the project will be 

seen as the project initiator 

I 

I 

-------
Customer = lnvestor 

Company = Project Initiator 

Product = Business case 

I 

I 

·-- --- - -· 
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When adopting QFD, the activities and operations of a company are driven by the voice of the 

customer. The voice of the customer is considered the backbone and input to the whole QFD 

process (Xie M, 2003). QFD wil I bring us an insight view on the voice of the investors included in 

this research. lt may clear the importance of each investment criteria, which will lay bare the 

requirements on a preferabie business case. 

When finishing the House of Quality (HOQ) based on the outcomes of the survey conctusions 

can be drawn on the three most important starting points which lay bare the basis of the way 

how to create a preferabie business case to possible private investment parties. These starting 

points are: 

lnvestor requirements and their importance; 

Relationships between the investors requirements and business case characteristics; 

Priorities for impravement basedon a cross functional approach. 

In general, the product development process from customer-needs to manufacturing process 

operations can be outlined by a step by step approach this approach is stated in Table 3. 

Table 3: steps QFD methad 

Ste_ps .. QFO method 
-

Step 1: Find a project Business plan 
Step 2: Create a clear customer profile lnvestors 
Step 3: Create a clear view on the customer requirements Risk, Rate of Return and Growth 

Step 4: Rating the importance of the various requirements QFD survey question no. 1 
Step 5: Translation of customer wishes into technica! specifications QFD survey question no. 2 - 42 

Step 6: Define interdependencies with the correlation matrix Output SPSS statistica! analysis 

lmplementation of the QFD Method 
The QFD method and its house of quality (HOQ) asks to answer three important questions. First 

we need to getto know what our investor (customer) wants; the so called what's. The second 

question that rises, asks us to find out what can be offered to this investor, the so called how's. 

The third question combines these to and asks which offer fulfils the wishes of this customer; 

totally, a bit, little or not. lt generates the relation matrix. This research implemented these 

three question into one survey which made it possible to answer the fourth question about 

possible correlations with statistica! analyses. The survey design, its execution and the 

correlation analyses will be handled in this paragraph. 
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QFD- survey 

This survey needed to deliver enough information to succeed filling in all questions the QFD 

method. Next to that it had to reach a group of respondents from different backgrounds all 

focused on an investment decision . 

Given the project description in this survey 'development of a future Dutch coastline' and the 

different backgrounds of our experts some respondents did not join a survey focused on a 

different core business (Coastline development). To handle with this 'negative' image I decided 

to introduce this survey with its focus on huge development projects which could also be seen 

as a product I business development. Some parties did not like this approach but recognized 

the problem to reach respondents like: bankers, urban developers, private equity firms, 

pension funds, public parties, and business angels. 

Alvorens u de survey invult maken wij u graag bekend met de door ons gekozen definities -- Risico: Oe 
kans dat een gebeu enis plaatsvindt vermenigvuldigd met het gevolg van die gebeurtenis - -
Rendement: Contame waarde van toekomstige geldslromen - - Groei: r-,·logelijke groei van de 
onderneming de gebiedsen iKKeling of de afzetmarKt Ovenge begripsdefenities ZiJn te raadplegen 
door te klikken op de snelkoppeling genaamd definities 
Succes met invullen r 

1 = niet belangrijk 1 o = zeer belangrijk 

r r r r f" r ,... r 
r r r r r r r r r 
r ,.. r r r r r r r 

1 = geen 2 = . einig 3 = gemiddeld 4 = veel 

r r ,.. r 
r r 

Gr rrrr 

Figure 9: Preview in Dutch of the on-line survey 
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When conductinga survey it is important to makesure that the respondents would nothave to 

argue about the time needed to execute. A short list of questions needed to cover all this. To 

reach this all questions were translated into one identical format. Next to that each question 

answered three different questions with again four possible answers. The 42 questions placed 

into the final survey thereby answered the intended 126 different questions. The survey is 

added in the appendixes. A short preview is given in Figure 9. Question no. 1 Creates a clear 

view on the rating of the customer requirements. lt asked our respondent which impact our 

value drivers (risk, rate of return and finally growth) have on the expected value to be 

generated. All following questions brought a more insight view on the value criteria and their 

influence on each other and the value drivers (risk, rate of return and growth). The survey 

design is validated by Mr. B. Glumac PHD at TU/e and expert on QFD. 

The findings from this QFD analysis are based on the input of 24 expert respondents which can 

be divided into the following groups; 4 urban developers (focusing on long term investments), 2 

bankers, 6 experts on equity finance, 8 business students, and 4 public investors. The findings 

on the influences of each of the criteria involved in decision making (customer's wishes) come 

clear after completion of the QFD chart. 

QFD- correlation scheme 

Knowledge on the importance of each business plan criterion will not totally fulfil the wish to 

reach an optimal business case. Most of the times there will be interdependency between the 

design parameters. In the attic of the house supporting and conflicting design parameters are 

identified by a correlation matrix. (Govers C. , 1996) Because this HOQ asks our experts for a 

large investment of time, time which we do not have the correlation matrix is filled in with use 

of statistica I a na lysis based on the output of the QFD survey questions no. 1, 2 and 3. 

7 Data collection 

To draw out the conclusions a lot of data is needed. A survey based on the QFD analyses is 

created. This analysis asks for a response of at least twenty respondents, all experts on the 

topic involved in this research. Twenty to thirty interviews are necessary to get information on 

90 percent or more of customer needs (Xie M, 2003). In a preliminary stage we have contacted 

around 50 private equity funds, the largest investment banks in our country, consultant 

companies, and some urban developers I investors. This resulted into a list of about 150 

potential experts on this research topic. Not all of them were directly enthusiastic about our 

plan or they did not see the link because of different reasons. Finally we created a network of 

public and private parties that were willing to work with us and transfer their knowledge into 
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our research. Nine interviews and a survey that was published on our project website helped 

to reach our needed response of 20 experts on private invesments and 4 public investors. 

7.1 spond nls 
The results of this survey have a qualitative character. Only experts; that are involved in 

valuating businesses and making of investment decisions focused on huge investment projects 

are involved during the execution. The initial goal to find out about the characteristics that are 

most important for a private investor is reached with the needed 20 respondents. The creation 

a comparison between both public and private parties brought some difficulties; this research 

cannot draw out many conclusions on these parties while there weren't enough respondents 

on this topic. Nevertheless you will find my findings on both private as well as public investors 

on this topic that argues there are large differences to be expected. 

Results 

8 Results 

The literature study brought an insight view on the business plan characteristics when dealing 

with large development projects (product development). The expert interviews brought a view 

on this literature and completed the list of business plan characteristics, which is used while 

valuating a business case. The QFD analysis brought a rating for every party involved and made 

it possible to compare the value creation for each (financial) party involved. This chapter shows 

the findings from the survey and QFD method for both public as private parties. Next to that it 

shows that even within different parties within the private investor sector there are many 

differences in the investment criteria that were found. 

• What are the most important investment criteria and value drivers according to private 

investors? 

• Which differences in importance on the investment criteria can be distinguished when 

camparing private and public parties? 
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8.1 C mparison inve. tm ' cri t ria private and pubtic par lte 
This research brings a clear insight view on the way how to approach an investor with a good 

written business plan. Within a project like the Future Dutch Coastline we can distinguish 

multiple investment parties; this paragraph gives an insight view on both public as well as the 

private investor's criteria which gives us the opportunity to create a measured and personalised 

business case for each investment party involved. lt answers sub question no. 3 of my research 

proposal : 

Value drivers 

Our public and private investors have rated the three value drivers given at chapter 8 of this 

research. The outcomes in Figure 10 show that our public parties give less importance to all 

aspects. Next to that risk and rate of return seem to be closely related. Of course this is not a 

quall incidence, Denzil Watson already mentioned that a high rate of return admits a higher risk 

and vice versa. The next chapter will give a better view on the private investors and will show 

that even within this group huge differences can be found . 

Rating value drivers public and private parties 

Public parties • Private parties 

Growth 

Rate of return 

Risk 

Figure 10: Rating value drivers 

Figure 11 shows all characteristics in a business case focused on huge development projects. 
These characteristics seem to correspond with most of the business plan criteria involved with 
all kind of businesses. We have to differentiate the amount of capital needed in both of these 
businesses this might have influenced the outcomes of the survey. Next to that a few criteria 
were added by our investment experts that all have much experience in investing with 
development projects. The collars on each of the five topics; entrepreneur I management 
team, product, market, financial considerations, and investor fit show there rating by the 
investors. Green is found most important while red seems to be less important. The arrows and 
figures next tothese collared cel Is rate the importance of each characteristic. 
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Figure 11: Criteria ranking private and public investors 
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8.2 Cumpari on investment critena; banl{ , private equity and private develop rs 
The private parties involved in this research all have different backgrounds that can be divided 

into three groups. lnvolved are: bankers, private equity investors, private developers, and 

business students from the TU/e. These students took place in a role of private equity 

investment party; they all focused on equity finance . Again, the results, given in Figure 12 show 

a multitude of different ratings. Banks seem to be very interested in the Entrepreneur and its 

management team, while the private equity investor has more interest in the financial and 

market opportunities. The private development companies seem to give more emphasises the 

investor fit en the product characteristics. This chapter will inform you which characteristics 

belong toeach party and give you a more detailed explanation were the distribution, valuation 

of these criteria, and decision making origins from. Chapter 3 already made a start with use of 

scientific literature and expert interviews, this chapter will conclude on these findings and go in 

dept with use of the survey outcomes. 

Banks 

Bankers seem to lay much emphasis on the risk that an investment deals with. They will not join 

an investor within its venture capita! and therefore will not be very interested in a possible 

growth of the company I development net value. Focused on dept finance only, a bank wants 

to receive their investment in return plus interest. Because of their focus straight on risks they 

create a view which is more focused on the downsides of a business proposal. 

Growth 

Rate of return 

Risk 

A banker's value drivers 

Banks 

5,5 

~========================~== 9 
8 

To make sure an investment will return plus interest, these banks look to the entrepreneur and 

its team. They are primarily responsible fora successful translation from technique, product or 

development into economie value and therefore very important. Without good management 

noventure will succeed. Personal guarantees or personal collateral is attractive tobankers for 

two reasons. First, the willingness to offer collateral signals the confidence of an entrepreneur 

in both his/her own abilities and also in the likely success of the project. Second, taking 

collateral is thought to align the interests of the entrepreneur with that of the banker (Mason C, 

2004). 
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Criteria Ranking Banh Private Equity Private Oevelopers 
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Figure 12: Criteria ranking; banks, private equity, and private developers 
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Private Equity 

Private equity financials provide a company with equity. This money is fully exposed on risks 

and will only be invested if a high profit margin is in prospect. Risks are important; equity 

finance is even more focused on the rate of return and a possible growth that might benefit its 

investment on longer term. Therefore an equity investor will look more towards the upsides of 

an investment. When looking towards huge development programs they wil I be focused on the 

chances created by its product introduetion and the market that needs to respond on this. The 

entrepreneurial team seems to be less important to this category. Th is might be because of the 

size of the project, only really good teams might handle projects like these. Soa start without a 

good team will not be realized at all. 

Growth 

Rate of return 

Risk 

Equity value drivers 

Venture Capitalists and business angels 

~================~ ] 
9,0 

~==============---8,333333333 

Private deve/opers 

The private developers involved in this research seem to look at their opportunities within the 

product its market and their investor fit within this development. Strikingly they do not give 

much emphasize about the entrepreneurial team behind a development. This can be because 

they are the project initiator themselves. lt is already clear to them this team can fulfil all 

wishes when a project fitstheir company and expertise. They want to have full control over the 

project and a good financial plan. They will primarily focus on the risks that are involved with a 

development plan, next to that they are open to see the opportunities that lay within possible 

growth. 

A Project developer's value drivers 

Project developers 

Growth ------8 Ra te of return 
----------------------------------- 9 

Risk ~===============:=!!Çft~33333 
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8.3 CoiTelaLion between all criteria 
Knowledge on the importance of each business case criterion will not totally fulfil the wish to 

reach an optima! business case . Most of the times there wiH be interdependency between the 

design parameters. In the attic of the house supporting and conflicting design parameters are 

identified by a correlation matrix. (Govers C. , 1996) To reach knowledge on the 

interdependencies between all criteria, a correlation analysis is executed based on the 

outcomes of the survey. The results are shown in this chapter and bring a clear view on the 

opportunities for indirect stimulation of the most important characteristics, next to that it also 

shows the negative relationships. This correlation analysis is divided into four different parts. 

The first part focuses all correlations between the three value drivers; risk, rate of return and 

growth, it also shows the reliability of the data involved. Finally it will deal with the 

interdependencies between all criteria dea.ling with risk, the rate of return, and with growth. 

Reliability analyses and bivariate correfation between Risk~ Rate of Return and Growth 

In this test Cronbach's alpha shows the internal consistency between the three value drivers 

used in this research. The value of alpha indicates to what extent these items measure the 

same. When the value of Cronbach alpha reaches values between 0.70 and 0.80 a test can be 

seen as reliable (Field, 2005). lt directly states its reliability percentage. All questions in this 

research exceed the 0. 70 factorand are therefore internally consistent. They all test the sa me 

question; their influence on value. The correlation coefficient is a commonly used measure of 

the size of an effect: values of ±0.1 represent a weak effect, ±0.3 is a medium effect and ±0.5 or 

more is a strong effect (Field, 2005). A statistic analysis with use of the outcomes from the 

survey shows with values around 0.4 a large interdependency between all three value dr,ivers. 

Reliability Stalistics Inter .Jtem Correlation Matnx 

Cronbach's 
Alpha Based 

on 

RISK RatE" of 1 E"hu-n G1owtb j 

RISK 1,000 ,432 ,438 
Cronbach's Standardized 

Alp ha Items N of Items Ra tE' of 1 E"hml ,:t32 1,000 ,48~ 

,688 ,712 3 Growtb '~18 ,484 1,000 

Figure 13: Crombach Alpha, and correlations between the three value drivers 

Bivariate correlation between all business plan criteria 

All criteria involved in this research have a relationship with all three of the value drivers. lf we 

want to find out which criteria influences another, little or much, and in a positive or negative 

way we have to do a correlations analyse. With the outcomes we get opportunity to see how to 

imprave a business case on an indirect way. Figure 14 shows that all relationships seem to have 

a Cronbach alpha above 0.7 they all passthetestand deliver reliable outcomes. 
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Reliabilily Stlltistics Reliability Stlltistics Reliabilily Stlltlstics 

Cronbach 's Cronbach's Cronbach's 
Alpha Based Alp ha Based Alpha Based 

on on on 
Cronbach's Slandardized Cronbach's Standardized Cronbach's Standardized 

AlP ha Items N of Items Alp ha Items N of Items Alp ha Items N of Items 
,762 ,744 41 ,769 ,773 41 ,889 ,885 41 

Figure 14: cronbach alfa of all business plan criteria on risk, rate of return and growth 

Bivariate correlatian between all criteria and their influences 

Figure 15 shows how the business plan criteria finally enter the valuation process. lt showshow 

the three value drivers influence each other and their influences on the value of this business 

case. lt also shows the criteria involved and their relations that influence the three value 

drivers. Not all relations are described within Figure 15. This figure shows only the relations 

between the background of the entrepreneur and its management team while it will not give a 

clear view on any of the criteria. lt is only used to explain the way this research works, more 

information a bouteach correlation can be found in the appendixes. 
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8 4 U îng the knowied 'e created by Lhîs correlati n anal · i 
To explain how to use the information that is required with the corre 1lation analysis I will make 

use of parts from the correlation tables given in the appendixes (Figure 16). I choose to use the 

category investor fit in this explanation because it seems to deal with many of the most 

important criteria. To optimize this category we need to spend our full attention on the three 

criteria it consists of. First its investor control, secondly its investors group and finally the 

relationship between the investors background and its investment. 

lnvestor control 

To optimize the criteria investor control from the perspective of an investor we can directly 

describe the possibilities to control the project and divide responsibilities. Next to that we can 

influence the valuation on these criteria indirect by using the other criteria involved that can 

influence the investor's experience of controL These indirect influences are described on this 

page. 

lnvestor control correlates with three criteria influencing the factor risk: 

Barriers to enter the market: it seems a logic correlation, when there are no barriers or 

all barriers are captured its control might be much stronger; 

I'Jext to that a plan should have a realistic approach to its finance. Only plans based on 

good information might have visualized all risks and therefore risks are clear at the 

beginning of a project; 

Also the investor groups is very important, a successful strong group working with a long 

term vision will bring most chances on a profitable business. 

lnvestor control correlates with Jour criteria influencing the factor rate of return: 

Most private investors seem to think they can deliver a positive contribution towards the 

investment itself and find it rather important to keep control over the project. Most answers 

from our involved investors showed that these investors like to invest in good looking projects, 

which are ergonomie and flexible in use. Control over the investment seems to be important 

and therefore a huge share in a project might help. 

aesthetic appeal; 

ergonomics; 

Function and flexibility of the product; 

Value of the equity and equity share: with a greater share more influence and controL 

lnvestor control correlates with Jour criteria influencing the factor growth: 

Many times an investor group is created to finance huge projects. Working tagether with other 

parties asks for a good relationship and long term vision with well thought out milestones 

created with all parties involved. Each party involved should know what is ahead of them, and 
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the consequences on their behaviour. Finally an investor with the correct background who 

knows about the business might bring good ideas and help realizing growth. 

Weil thought out milestones 

Exit possibilities 

Financial structure of the business 

Relationship between : the investor's background, knowledge of the industry, and its 

market and the project. 

All other correlations analyses are to be found in the appendices 4, 5 and 6 
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Figure 16: Correlation scheme criteria investor control focused on Risk, Rate of Return and Growth 
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9 Conclusions and recommendations 

This final chapter concludes this research and suggests recommendations based on the results. 

lt answers the last subquestion and the ma in question of this research. 

- -------------I How con we support a private investor's decision to invest in storting a huge development like I 
the future Dutch coastline plan, by adapting its preferences into the offered business case? 

L-------------------J 
Subquestions 

• Which different investors can be distinguished when dealing with large development 

projects? 

• What are the differences between these investors? 

• What are the value drivers and investment criteria in a business case that enable private 

investor to invest? 

• What are the most important investment criteria and value drivers according to private 

investors? 

• How are the investment criteria correlated toeach other? 

• Which differences in importance on the investment criteria can be distinguished when 

camparing private and public parties? 

• How can we use knowledge on these criteria while approachinga private investor? 

9.1 Conclusions 
The costs of the project Future Dutch Coastline will exceed the input of the Dutch government; 

therefore this project is in needof external investments created by a public private partnership 

wherein the private partners will drag part of the responsibilities. To get these parties involved 

our government needs to offer a preferabie business case to join. A literature study, the 

execution of expert Interviews and a survey brought a clear view on the valuation of a business 

case by its private investors. With this knowledge we can anticipate on the demands of the 

private investment parties involved while creating a business case. 

fnvestment parties 
When dealing with large development projects we can distinguish multiple investment parties 

that might get involved. First of all, a project this size can not be realised without both public as 

well as private parties. Public parties might have their wishes to realise gigantic mega projects 

but will have a dependency on the expertise and financial input of the private parties for 

execution of these plans go beyond the capabilities of each party. The development of this 

entire project would therefore better divide into peaces. Where every party involved can 

organise and regulate the risks involved into that particular development. By doing this more 
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parties are willing to get involved. lt is important that every party involved is capable to create a 

long term commitment and responsibility strategy. Large private urban developers can take the 

lead within a development like this. All of the parties defined in chapter three of this research 

are somewhere different. The investor fit (seen as the most important value characteristic) is 

very important and needs to a large extent Ht the project. 

Value drivers 
lnvestment parties seem to give much emphasises on the three value drivers: 

1. Risk, was rated as most important value driver; 

2. Rate of return, second most important value driverand highly correlated with risk; 

3. Growth seemed to be less important (more important when investing equity than debt 

finance) but can also add value to a business case. 

Va/ue characteristics 
These value drivers are influenced by many different characteristics that can be divided in the 

following sub categories which are given in order of importance: 

1. lnvestor fit 

2. Market 

3. Product 

4. Financial considerations 

5. Entrepreneur I Management team 

According to private investors the criteria given in Table 4 can have a large influence on their 

valuation of a business case that is basedon the three value drivers. 

Table 4: Criteria involved that have a large influence on each value driver 
• I . ·. __ Ritk __ ~----·--- =,L·_~Rafe .ot, r~tuYn' .J.J._ ~~: ~ ~ l ----

Background entrepreneur Quality of the product Geographic location 

Managerial capabilities Possibility to create a market Possibility to create a market 

'I Ability to evaluate and react to risks Positive cash flow Possibility tor branding 

Experience I track record Time to achieve profitability 

Distinctiveness Distinctiveness 

I nnovativeness lnnovativeness 

Time to achieve profitability The likely rate of return 

Risk Financial structure of the business 

Si ze of investment Si ze of investment 

Exit possibilities lnvestor group 

Financial structure of the business 

Value of the equity and equity share Value of the equity and equity share 

lnvestor control lnvestor control 

Relationship between investors 
background, knowledge of the 
industry, its market, etc .. 
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To optimize a business case for involvement of a private investor we can directly workon these 

criteria and thereby influence there valuation of the business case. Next to that, we can 

influence this valuation indirect by using the other criteria involved that have a significant 

positive or negative correlation with each other. All of these criteria involved are given in Figure 

17. Appendixes 4 I 5 and 6 give all of the correlations. 

Risk 

36% 

Rate of return 

36% 

Growth 

29% 

Figure 17: Business case valuation model 

Compatison between pub/ie and private parties 
Public and private parties that are involved with large development projects seem to valuate a 

business case on a different way (Table 5). Private parties seem to give much emphasis about 

their fit with the project involved the development itself and the possibilities it offers on the 

market. Because many developers seem to be willing to develop themselves they won't ask to 

many questions on the team involved. Unless the team seems not to be an issue, the investor 

group certainly is. Public parties seem to give more emphasizes on the management team 
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involved and the investor fit. Because of the low response rate of the public parties involved 

the outcomes are not very reliable. Further research is needed to make this clear. 

Table 5: Valuation criteri a public and private parti es 

1. Entrepreneur I Management team 1. lnvestor f it 
2. lnvestor fit 2. Market 
3 . Product 3. Product 

4. Financial considerations 4 . Financial considerations 
5. Market 5. Entrepreneur I Management team 

How to make use of this knowledge 
Th is research brought a clear view on the value drivers that are involved with each investment. 

lt also showed the characteristics of a business case that influence these drivers. lt can help our 

project initiators to customize the business case focused on the project Future Dutch Coastline 

and other large development projects, to reach private investment parties. 

9 .2 Recommendations 

Project initiatien process 
For initiating such a project a lot of commitment and w ill power is needed for both pubtic as 

well as private parties. The following steps are recommended to obtain the start-upprocessof 

a development of the future Dutch coastline: (1} Prepare a well founded business case that 

projects a policy. This business case is designed by private parties in cooperation with the 

government. This business case preparation is publicly funded . (2} Gain support of the local 

municipalities and other uninformed government agencies. Next to this, find potential 

participating private investors, like urban developers or estate investors including a 

development department A strong commitment throughout the project is compelled. Early 

involvement will push both parties towards their joint goal. (3} Pubtic and private parties need 

to agree upon a revised business case which contains the policy throughout the project . A letter 

of intention is signed by all involved parties. (4} lnitiate a development company with the 

participating parties. Clarify the roles of parties and their part of the investment and profit 

share. (5} Undertake the MER procedure, which is initiated and coordinated by the 

development company. Adjustments regarding the project will be handled by the development 

company. (6} After the approval of the MER the design phase of the project can be initiated by 

the development company. 

Further research 
This research focused on the investment criteria of private investors. lt also reached some 

pubtic investment parties. Because projects this size depend on both pubtic as well as private 

parties further research might bring a better view on the pubtic parties involved and their 
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criteria. Enough respondents have been reached from private parties to validate the outcomes. 
From public parties which formed not the primary target group OIlly 4 respondents took part of 

the survey. Further research which would validate the findings OIl public parties can bring more 

value to both public as well as private parties that are wil ling to introduce a new bUSiness case. 

Furthermore it seems that between all private investment parties involved there are also 

differences. More respondents from each category might bring more information on these 

differences. 
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11 Append·x 1: Experts involved in his research 
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12 Appendix 2: Respondents survey 
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13 Appendix 3: Private investment criteria influence on each value driver 

Figure 18 shows the output of the survey translated into the QFD chart, it shows all relationships from 

the business plans content (criteria) translated into the three value drivers. The colours (red - low 

importance, yellow - mediate importance, green - very important) indicate their relationship on the 

risk, rate of return and growth. We can see that the overall importance is rated around the 3 points 

(yellow). All categories are rated on the top of this figure with the collared cells, here the green 

categories investor fit and market are rated as most important, after that the product characteristics, 

its financial considerations and finally the entrepreneur and its management. 
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Figure 18: Private investment criteria influence on each value driver 
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15 Appendix 5: correlations influencing Rate of return 
Appendix 5 shows each group and its characteristics that influence each value driver; the white cells 

indicate a significant relationship between two characteristics. 
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16 6: c el s 
Appe ndi 6 sho-..•ts eac h group and its char ad eris ics ha. in luence eac h value drive r· th e white ce ll s 

i1 dicate a significan r elations i p betwee n 
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17 Appendix 7. Survey in Dutch 

De survey bevat 42 vragen verdeeld over 2 pagina's welke u als mogelijke investeerder binnen uw 
organisatie, in product of gebiedsantwikkelingen goed moet kunnen beantwoorden. Wij verwachten dat 
dit ongeveer 10 minuten in beslag zal nemen. Het gaat hierbij om een grootschalige invester,ing in een 
gebiedsantwikkeling eze ontwikkeling wordt gezien als een productontwikkeling. Allereerst vragen wij u te 
beantwoorden in welke mate risico, rendement en groei van belang zijn bij aanvang van uw 
investeringsbes'lissing. 

U wordt vervolgens gevraagd om aan te geven welke factoren invloed uitoefenen en in welke mate op 
zowel het risico, het rendement en de groei van een onderneming I gebiedsantwikkeling waarin u 
mogelijk kunt investeren. Wij vragen u dus de invloed van bovenstaand aspect op de drie 
indicatoren risico, rendement en groei te bepalen. 

De resultaten zullen vervolgens via de wetenschappelijke OFD methode vertaald worden in een 
gewenste businesscase geïdentificeerd voor versohiliende type financiers. 

Name 

Company 

Email 

Alvorens u de survey invult maken wij u graag bekend met de door ons gekozen definities: -- Risico: 
De kans dat een gebeurtenis plaatsvindt vermenigvuldigd met het gevolg van die gebeurtenis - -
Rendement: Contante waarde van toekomstige geldstromen - - Groei: Mogelijke groei van de 
onderneming de gebiedsentwikkeling of de afzetmarkt. Overige begripsdefenities zijn te raadplegen 
door te klikken op de snelkoppeling genaamd definities. 

Succes met invullen r . 

1 . Beoordeel invloed van risico, rendement en groei op een investeringsbeslissing 

1 = niet belangrijk 10 = zeer belangrijk 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Risico c c c c c c c c E c 
Rendement C c c c c c c E c c 

Groei c c c c c ~ c c c c 

[50] 



1 = geen 2 = weinig 3 = gemiddeld 4 = veel 

1 2 3 4 

Risico c c • E c 
Rendement c E c c 

Groei c c • ~ c 
1. Beoordeel invloed van risico, rendement en groei op een investeringsbeslissing 
2. Beoordeel invloed achtergrond ondernemer op risico, rendement en groei 

3. Beoordeel invloed ondernemerscapaciteit tot continue inzet 
4. Beoordeel invloed persoonlijk aandeel van ondernemer in de onderneming 
5. Beoordeel invloed van management capaciteiten 
6. Beoordeel invloed bekwaamheid ondernemer van evalueren en reageren op risico's 
7. Beoordeel invloed enthousiasme ondernemer 
8. Beoordeelinvloed persoonlijke kwaliteiten van de ondernemer 
9. Beoordeel invloed commitment van ondernemer 
1 0. Beoordeel invloed ervaring ondernemer 
11. Beoordeel invloed bereik, vaardigheden en functies binnen het management team 
12. Beoordeel invloed Mogelijkheid tot marktcreatie 
13. Beoordeel mogelijkheid om met dit product het bedrijf op de kaart te zetten 
14. Beoordeel invloed duurzame karakter van het product I de ontwikkeling 
15. Beoordeel manipuleerbaarheld locatie 
16. Beoordeel invloed van de kwaliteit van het product of de ontwikkeling 
17. Beoordeel invloed esthetisch voorkomen 
18. Beoordeelinvloed gebruiksvriendelijkheid en veiligheid van product I gebied 
19. Beoordeel invloed functie en flexibiliteit van het product 
20. Beoordeel invloed geografische locatie van het product 
21. Beoordeel invloed van het onderscheidend vermogen van het product of de ontwikkeling 
22. Beoordeel invloed van de unieke factor van het product of de ontwikkeling 
23. Beoordeel invloed van het innovatieve karakter van het product of de ontwikkeling 
24. Beoordeel invloed barrières op marktentree 
25. Beoordeel invloed marktpotentie en groei 
26. Beoordeel invloed marktacceptatie 
27. Beoordeel invloed grootte en achtergrond van concurrentie 
28. Beoordeel invloed primeur op de markt met dit product I ontwikkeling 
29. Beoordeel invloed Positieve cash flow 
30. Beoordeel invloed goed uitgedachte milestones 
31 . Beoordeel invloed tijdsduur tot winstgevendheid 
32. Beoordeel invloed realistische benadering op de financiering 
33. Beoordeel invloed financiële voorzieningen (bv. subsidies) voor investeerders 
34. Beoordeel invloed risico's 
35. Beoordeel invloed grootte van investering 
36. Beoordeel invloed verwachte rendement 
37. Beoordeel invloed uitstapmogelijkheden 
38. Beoordeel invloed financiële structuur 
39. Beoordeel invloed vermogens waarde en vermogensaandeel 
40. Beoordeel invloed uit te oefenen controle 
41. Beïnvloed invloed samenstelling investeerders groep 
42. Beoordeel invloed relatie met de achtergrond van de investeerder en kennis van de industrie 

[51] 




